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Fuel leak procedure (ATA 28)

1. APPLICABILITY:

AIRBUS A330 aircraft, models -201, -202, -203, -223, -243, -301, -321, -322, -323, -341, 342 and
-343, all serial numbers.

2. REASONS:

In August 2001, an A330-200 equipped with Rolls-Royce engines was diverted following an extensive
fuel leak. During the diversion, the two engines shut down due to lack of fuel. An emergency landing
with all engines off was successfully achieved.

The inquiry revealed that fuel management by the crew directly contributed to the total loss of the fuel.

This event, and the general review of major fuel leaks, not limited to the AIRBUS fleet, has
demonstrated that after identification of the leak by the crew, fuel management is a critical factor to
limit the consequences on flight safety.

The procedure to be followed by the crew depends on the location of the leak (at the engine, at the
fuel tank, or leak not located), and differs greatly according to this location.

This demonstrates the need to include a clear and detailed fuel leak procedure in the flight manual
and the need for the crews to be aware of the existence of this procedure so that it can be referred to
whenever necessary.

The aim of this Airworthiness Directive (AD) is to require the application of the latest prevailing
revision of the fuel leak procedure.

3. COMPLIANCE:

From the effective date of this AD, the following operational procedure is applicable for all flights:
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3.1. For A330-200 series aircraft

"FUEL LEAK

A fuel leak may be detected by either:
- the sum of the FOB and F.USED is significantly less than the FOB at departure, or the

difference increases, or
- passenger observation (fuel spray from engine or wing tip), or
- total fuel quantity decreasing at an abnormal rate, or
- fuel imbalance, or
- a tank emptying too fast (leak from engine or a hole in a tank), or
- a tank overflowing (due to a pipe rupture in a tank), or
- an excessive fuel flow (leak from engine), or
- a fuel smell in the cabin.

If visibility permits, a visual check from the cabin may permit to identify the source of the leak.

� When a leak is confirmed:
LAND ASAP

� If leak from engine:
Switch OFF the affected engine.
Note: The Xfeed valve can now be selected open for rebalancing or to allow use of the

fuel from both wings. Do not restart the engine.

� If leak not from engine or leak not located:
Maintain WING X FEED valves closed
Switch L and R INR TK SPLIT to ON
Perform a manual CENTER TK transfer

� When the Center Tank is empty: interrupt manual transfer by switching CENTER TK
to AUTO

� When the Trim Tank is empty: interrupt manual Trim Tank transfer by selecting
automatic Trim Tank mode and switch T Tank
FEED to ISOL

Descend to gravity feed ceiling.

Flight conditions at the time
of gravity feeding Gravity feed ceiling

FUEL DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff greater than 30 min) 20000 ft

FUEL NON DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff lower than 30 min) 15000 ft

When reaching gravity feeding ceiling, select ENG START at IGN and switch all TK PUMPS
to OFF.
Avoid negative g factor.

CAUTION
Do not open the X-FEED valves, even if requested by another ECAM procedure

If one engine flame out when there is still fuel in the feeding tank:
APPLY LEAK FROM ENGINE PROCEDURE
Switch all TK PUMPS to ON
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� For landing:

CAUTION
Do not use reverse

Note: Even with a fuel imbalance if one wing full/one wing empty there is no special procedure
required for approach and landing."

3.2. For A330-300 series aircraft

"FUEL LEAK

A fuel leak may be detected by either:
- the sum of the FOB and F.USED is significantly less than the FOB at departure, or the

difference increases, or
- passenger observation (fuel spray from engine or wing tip), or
- total fuel quantity decreasing at an abnormal rate, or
- fuel imbalance, or
- a tank emptying too fast (leak from engine or a hole in a tank), or
- a tank overflowing (due to a pipe rupture in a tank), or
- an excessive fuel flow (leak from engine), or
- a fuel smell in the cabin.

If visibility permits, a visual check from the cabin may permit to identify the source of the leak.

� When a leak is confirmed:
LAND ASAP

� If leak from engine:
Switch OFF the affected engine.
Note: The Xfeed valve can now be selected open for rebalancing or to allow use of the

fuel from both wings. Do not restart the engine.

� If leak not from engine or leak not located:
Maintain WING X FEED valves closed
Switch L and R INR TK SPLIT to ON
Perform a manual TRIM TK forward transfer
When the Trim Tank is empty: interrupt manual Trim Tank transfer by selecting automatic

Trim Tank mode and switch T Tank FEED to ISOL

Descend to gravity feed ceiling.

Flight conditions at the time
of gravity feeding Gravity feed ceiling

FUEL DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff greater than 30 min) 20000 ft

FUEL NON DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff lower than 30 min) 15000 ft

When reaching gravity feeding ceiling, select ENG START at IGN and switch all TK
PUMPS to OFF.
Avoid negative g factor.
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CAUTION
Do not open the X-FEED valves, even if requested by another ECAM procedure

If one engine flame out when there is still fuel in the feeding tank:
APPLY LEAK FROM ENGINE PROCEDURE
Switch all TK PUMPS to ON

� For landing:

CAUTION
Do not use reverse

Note: Even with a fuel imbalance if one wing full/one wing empty there is no special procedure
required for approach and landing."

3.3. For A330-200 series aircraft equipped with ROLLS ROYCE engines

"FUEL LEAK

A fuel leak may be detected by either:
- the sum of the FOB and F.USED is significantly less than the FOB at departure, or the

difference increases, or
- passenger observation (fuel spray from engine or wing tip), or
- total fuel quantity decreasing at an abnormal rate, or
- fuel imbalance, or
- a tank emptying too fast (leak from engine or a hole in a tank), or
- a tank overflowing (due to a pipe rupture in a tank), or
- an excessive fuel flow (leak from engine), or
- a fuel smell in the cabin.

If visibility permits, a visual check from the cabin may permit to identify the source of the leak.

� When a leak is confirmed:

� If leak from engine:
Switch OFF the affected engine.
Note: The Xfeed valve can now be selected open for rebalancing or to allow use of the

fuel from both wings. Do not restart the engine.

� If leak not from engine or leak not located:
Maintain WING X FEED valves closed
Switch L and R INR TK SPLIT to ON
Perform a manual CENTER TK transfer
Perform a manual TRIM TK forward transfer

� When the Center Tank is empty: interrupt manual transfer by switching CENTER TK
to AUTO

� When the Trim Tank is empty: interrupt manual Trim Tank transfer by selecting
automatic Trim Tank mode and switch T Tank FEED
to ISOL

Descend to gravity feed ceiling.
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Flight conditions at the time
of gravity feeding Gravity feed ceiling

FUEL DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff greater than 30 min) 20000 ft

FUEL NON DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff lower than 30 min)

15000 ft (*)
(*) 8000 ft if JP4 is used

When reaching gravity feeding ceiling, select ENG START at IGN and switch all TK PUMPS to
OFF.
Avoid negative g factor.

CAUTION
Do not open the X-FEED valves, even if requested by another ECAM procedure

If one engine flame out when there is still fuel in the feeding tank:
APPLY LEAK FROM ENGINE PROCEDURE
Switch all TK PUMPS to ON

� For landing:

CAUTION
Do not use reverse

Note: Even with a fuel imbalance if one wing full/one wing empty there is no special procedure
required for approach and landing."

3.4. For A330-300 series aircraft equipped with ROLLS-ROYCE engines

"FUEL LEAK

A fuel leak may be detected by either:
- the sum of the FOB and F.USED is significantly less than the FOB at departure, or the

difference increases, or
- passenger observation (fuel spray from engine or wing tip), or
- total fuel quantity decreasing at an abnormal rate, or
- fuel imbalance, or
- a tank emptying too fast (leak from engine or a hole in a tank), or
- a tank overflowing (due to a pipe rupture in a tank), or
- an excessive fuel flow (leak from engine), or
- a fuel smell in the cabin.

If visibility permits, a visual check from the cabin may permit to identify the source of the leak.

� When a leak is confirmed:
LAND ASAP

� If leak from engine:
Switch OFF the affected engine.
Note: The Xfeed valve can now be selected open for rebalancing or to allow use of the

fuel from both wings. Do not restart the engine.

� If leak not from engine or leak not located:
Maintain WING X FEED valves closed
Switch L and R INR TK SPLIT to ON
Perform a manual TRIM TK forward transfer
When the Trim Tank is empty: interrupt manual Trim Tank transfer by selecting automatic

Trim Tank mode and switch T Tank FEED to ISOL
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Descend to gravity feed ceiling.

Flight conditions at the time
of gravity feeding Gravity feed ceiling

FUEL DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff greater than 30 min) 20000 ft

FUEL NON DEAERATED
(Flight time from takeoff lower than 30 min)

15000 ft (*)
(*) 8000 ft if JP4 is used

When reaching gravity feeding ceiling, select ENG START at IGN and switch all TK PUMPS
to OFF.
Avoid negative g factor.

CAUTION
Do not open the X-FEED valves, even if requested by another ECAM procedure

If one engine flame out when there is still fuel in the feeding tank:
APPLY LEAK FROM ENGINE PROCEDURE
Switch all TK PUMPS to ON

� For landing:

CAUTION
Do not use reverse

Note: Even with a fuel imbalance if one wing full/one wing empty there is no special procedure
required for approach and landing."

Note: The procedures above have been incorporated into the manufacturer's Flight Manual by
TRs Nos. 4.02.00/13, 4.02.00/15, 4.02.00/16 and 4.02.0017 approved by the DGAC on
September 05, 2002, and will be incorporated into the next general revisions of the flight
manuals.

The incorporation of these procedures (or any later approved revision of these procedures) or of this
AD into the aircraft operations manual and their application by the flight crew allows conformity with
this AD to be ensured.

REF.: Flight Manual.

EFFECTIVE DATE  :  NOVEMBER 23, 2002




